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1. Working with Multiple Sequences
“Pairwise alignment whispers... Multiple alignment shouts out loud” (Anna Tramontano)
Welcome back!
In this lesson, we will learn how to compare multiple sequences. We will work on the TGFBR2
sequences you downloaded in the last lesson.
If you didn’t, well… I am giving you the link.
$ cd
$ mkdir trees
$ cd trees
$ wget https://www.dropbox.com/s/hk03hggvb5u2suc/trees.fa.gz

1.1 Exercises
What can you tell me about the trees.fa FASTA file?
•
•
•
•
•

How many sequences?
How many total aminoacids?
How many aminoacids on average?
How many NP_ and XP_ ?
Use https://smart.embl.de (Pfam domains on) to check if all these proteins have the
same domain structure

Don’t forget:
$ gunzip trees.fa.gz
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1.2 Multiple Sequence Alignment
As you have learned in the theory lessons, it is not possible to understand which aminoacids
are important from a single sequence. (Although there are exceptions. E.g. cysteines are
rarely there by chance).

If we test two orthologous sequences from different species, we can start observing which
aminoacids are more conserved and therefore more likely to carry a specific core function.

Intuitively, this becomes easier as we add more sequences. Time will make them diverge, but
functional pressure will keep some aminoacids constant:
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We will use the standard nomenclature for defining related sequences across species.

Orthologs: sequences generated by a speciation event
Paralogs: sequences derived from a duplication event
Analogs: sequences with similar features but separate evolutionary origin
Homologs: general term for similar sequences
Inparalogs: paralogs within the same species (e.g. Human H1.1 and Human H1.2)
Outparalogs: paralogs in different species (e.g. Human H1.1 and Chimpanzee H1.2)

Usually, multiple alignments use standard symbols to define Identity (*) and Conservation (.
or :) for similar aminoacids (e.g. T and S)
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1.3 Muscle
MUSCLE (Edgar et al., 2004) is the most popular Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA)
algorithm. It arrived at the end of the age of constant algorithm improvements (ClustalW,
Tcoffee, Probcons) and it’s been the fastest tool for many years.

Let’s observe our TGFBR2 orthologs:
$ cd
$ cd trees
$ less trees.fa

Running muscle is surprisingly easy
$ muscle -in trees.fa

Nice! But we forgot to save the output somewhere.

To get ready for the next tool, Jalview, let’s save our alignment into a file
$ muscle -in trees.fa -out trees.aln -clwstrict
$ less trees.aln

1.3.1 Exercises
•
•

•

•

The default format of the output file is FASTA. Using man, try to find out which option
is required to save the alignment to an HTML file
“I've added an experimental feature starting in version 3.4. To get a Web page as
output, use the –html option” (Robert Edgar, author of MUSCLE). The HTML file is a
bit hard to read. Can you identify regions of conservation or identity?
Can you name muscle options designed for thousands of sequences, helping reduce:
o Computational time
o Hardware requirements
Compare trees.aln (in the clwstrict format) with what you generated before with
muscle (in the default FASTA format, without the clwstrict option). Is there extra
information here?
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1.4 Jalview

Jalview is a multiple sequence alignment viewer, editor and analysis tool. It’s written in Java
and therefore runs on multiple platforms (Linux, Mac, Windows).
It’s easy enough to install, but to save time: you have it already installed on your virtual box!
Let’s open it by double-clicking on the icon:

It will take a few seconds to start running…
And then it will start! It will show you news on Bioinformatics Events and program updates.

1.4.1 Load a Multiple Sequence Alignment
Open our TGFBR aligned sequences:
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Black and white is so ugly. Try to change the Colour of the sequence (use the Menus).
A popular and esoteric way to colour them is the Clustal Colouring Scheme. Each residue in
the alignment is assigned a colour if the amino acid profile of the alignment at that position
meets some minimum criteria specific for the residue type.
The table below gives these criteria as clauses: {>X%,xx,y}, where X is the threshold
percentage presence for any of the xx (or y) residue types.
For example, K or R is coloured red if the column includes more than 60% K or R (combined),
or more than 80% of either K or R or Q (individually).

1.4.2 Navigating in Cursor mode
Cursor mode navigation enables the user to quickly and precisely navigate, select and edit
parts of an alignment. On pressing

F2 to enter cursor mode the position of the cursor is

indicated by a black background and white text.
The cursor can be placed using the mouse or moved by pressing the arrow keys (↑, ↓, ←,
→). Rapid movement to specific positions is accomplished as listed below:
1

Jump to Sequence: Type a number then press

2

Jump to Column: Type a number then press

3
4

s to move to sequence (row) n.

c to move to column n in the alignment.
Jump to Residue: Type a number then press p to move to residue number n in the
current sequence.
Jump to column and row: Type the column number, a comma, the row number and press
<ENTER>.
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1.4.2.1 Exercises (HARD)
• Copy the human TGFBR2 sequence from the file trees.fa on the https://smart.embl.de
website (Normal Mode, Sequence Analysis, Pfam domains turned on)

•
•
•

Find the specific aminoacid coordinates of the Tyrosine Kinase domain
Go back to Jalview, and using the “Jump to Residue” cursor mode trick, find the first
aminoacid of this domain (in the HomoSapiens sequence)
Do you notice any difference in this region, compared to the rest of the alignment?

1.4.3 Selecting and Hiding Sequences
A powerful but somewhat dangerous function of Jalview is the ability to modify sequences
and multiple alignments.
Sometimes it is convenient (for visualization or downstream analysis) to remove specific
regions.
Press

F2 again to exit cursor mode. (If you are unsure: cursor mode has no black square

moving:
Press

ESC to unselect any previous selection

To select an arbitrary part of an alignment, place the mouse at the top left corner of the region
you wish to select. Press and hold the mouse button and drag the mouse to the bottom right
corner of the chosen region then release the mouse button. A dashed red box appears around
the selected region

To select the same residues in all sequences (i.e. the same columns), click and drag along the
alignment ruler. This selects the entire column of the alignment. Ranges of positions from the
10
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alignment ruler can also be selected by clicking on the first position and then holding down
the [SHIFT] key whilst clicking the other end of the selection. Discontinuous regions can be
selected by holding down [CTRL] and clicking on positions to add to the column selection.
Selected columns are indicated by red highlighting in the ruler bar:

To select multiple complete sequences, click and drag the mouse down the sequence ID
panel. The same techniques can be used as for columns above ([SHIFT]-Click for continuous
and [CTRL]-Click to select discontinuous ranges of sequences:

You can hide selected sequences by right clicking on a selection and selecting “hide”.
You can delete selected sequences by pressing “Delete” (“Canc” in the Italian layout).
If you make a mistake, use

CTRL-Z to undo.
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We will now do a (hopefully not too much) tedious exercise to recreate a publication-ready
picture of the TGFBR2 kinase domain across species.
1.4.3.1 Exercises (HARD)
1
Delete the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus sequence: it’s too unrelated
2
Delete the extra aminoacids from the Caenorhabditis elegans sequence (around
alignment region 770-805): it is likely a badly annotated intron
3
Find the human sequence region corresponding to the Tyr-Kinase domain (you should
have noted it down with SMART, but it’s 269 to 563, remember to enter in cursor mode
with F2). The domain starts with IELD and ends with VAERF.
4
Delete the multiple alignment that is NOT representing the kinase domain (i.e. human
aminoacids 1 to 268 and 563 to 592. (Make the selection of the upstream and the
downstream and then from the menu: EDIT and DELETE.
5
Remove empty columns (find the command in the menus)
6
Annotations->Autocalculated Annotations->Show consensus logo
7
Wrap the alignment to make it easier to scroll (Format->Wrap)
8
Export Image as trees.png
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You should get something like this. If you managed, congratulations!
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1.4.4 Colouring Sequences
In the previous exercise, we used the popular Clustal coloring scheme. You can change it of
course. These are the coloring schemes available for protein sequences:
1

None. Pretty self-explanatory

2

Clustal. Each residue in the alignment is assigned a colour if the amino acid profile of the
alignment at that position meets some minimum criteria specific for the residue type.

3

BLOSUM62. Gaps are coloured white. If a residue matches the consensus sequence
residue at that position it is coloured dark blue. If it does not match the consensus
residue but the Blosum62 matrix gives a positive score, it is coloured light blue.

4

Percentage Identity. The Percent Identity option colours the residues (boxes and/or
text) according to the percentage of the residues in each column that agree with the
consensus sequence. Only the residues that agree with the consensus residue for each
column are coloured.

5

Zappo. The residues are coloured according to their physicochemical properties. The
physicochemical groupings are Aliphatic/hydrophobic, Aromatic, Positive, Negative,
Hydrophilic, conformationally special, and Cysteine.
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6

Hydrophobicity. Residues are coloured according to the hydrophobicity table of Kyte, J.,
and Doolittle, R.F., J. Mol. Biol. 1157, 105-132, 1982. The most hydrophobic residues
are coloured red and the most hydrophilic ones are coloured blue.
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Taylor. These colours were invented by Willie Taylor and an entertaining description of
their birth can be found in this paper “Residual colours: a proposal for
aminochromography” in Protein Engineering, Vol 10, 743-746 (1997).

It is designed to intuitively communicate the quality of the alignment. “The most perfect
sequence alignments when coloured by the current scheme will be those with the
brightest, purest colours, having few browns or greys or other ‘muddy’ colours”. In
practice, the beauty of this algorithm is lost in Jalview, which simply colors aminoacids
according to the Taylor coloring scheme:

1.5 More Multiple Sequence Alignment Tools
Let’s close JalView and go back to our dear command line. Almost all multiple sequence
alignment tools run on UNIX. Excluding MUSCLE, which we already used, we will test four
more:
•
•
•
•

ClustalW (1994): historically, the first widely used MSA algorithm. It is slower and less
accurate than muscle. Implemented by the command clustalw.
T_Coffee (2000): a faster and more accurate improvement of ClustalW. Implemented
by the command t_coffee.
MUSCLE (2004): the Lamborghin of MSA tools. Very fast, very accurate. muscle.
Probcons (2005): accuracy improvement at the expense of speed. probcons.
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•

Clustal Omega (2011): the newest kid in the block. It is designed for very large numbers
of sequences (>10,000) and it uses very efficient code and precomputed
multialignments from protein databases (e.g. Pfam). clustalo.

What do we mean when we say that an algorithm is more “accurate” than another? Well it
comes from comparison with known alignments. E.g. this is a table from the Probcons paper,
where they ran multiple alignments with different tools, and compared them with the
manually curated PREFAB database of protein sequence alignments (which uses also 3D
crystallography):

Let’s go to the directory with our TGFBR sequences and check which programs are already
installed
$ cd
$ cd trees
$ muscle
$ clustalw
$ t_coffee
$ probcons
$ clustalo

1.5.1 Exercise
Let’s do a more technical, less scientific exercise. Sometimes you will face a situation where
many tools are present for the same task, and no clear benchmark or consensus is available.
In this case, the exercise will simulate that.
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Scenario: you have submitted a paper with a beautiful multiple sequence alignment
generated by MUSCLE. However, nasty reviewers want you to show at least one more
multiple sequence alignment on the TGFBR2 sequences, in order to confirm that the key
features of that alignment are not exclusive to the MUSCLE program.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pick a tool of your liking between clustalw, t_coffee, probcons or clustalo
Install it (the password, once more, is 4genomics4)
Read its manual
Run a Multiple Sequence alignment on the file trees.fa
Save the output into a new file specifying the tool used (e.g. trees_clustalo.mfa)
“mfa” is the extension for multiFASTA file (just a FASTA for alignments) and it’s the
default output for most tools. It can be loaded directly into JalView, if you want.
Using less or JalView, check if the IELD motif starting the Kinase domain of the
human sequence is correctly aligned.
(Super Hard and Optional because I have no idea what you will find): check if there are
differences between the muscle alignment and the new alignment.

2. Phylogenetic Analysis
As you remember, Phylogenetic Analysis can be conceptually divided in five stages.
1. Sequence Acquisition (we can do this with Entrez, BLAST output, Uniprot, etc.)

2. Multiple Sequence Alignment (we just did it).

3. Infer Sequence Distance.
This step (described in a somewhat complex way in the Pevsner book) is required to define
a score for the distance between sequences. The simplest is the Hamming distance. For
an alignment of length N with n sites at which there are differences, the degree of
divergence d is defined as:

The Hamming distance is simple to calculate, but it ignores a large amount of information
about the evolutionary relationships among the sequences. The main reason is that
character differences are not the same as distances: the differences between two
sequences are easy to measure, but the genetic distance involves many mutations that
cannot be observed directly. Also, many mutations can be functionally identical (e.g. in
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some cases Serine to Threonine) so other models are used to infer distance, like the
Poisson correction.

4. Tree Building
There are many methods to build trees. They fall into four classes:
•

•
•

•

Distance-based. Like the Unweighted-pair group method with arithmetic mean
(UPGMA) and the Neighbor-Joining (NJ). Purpose: generate a tree where the
branch lengths correspond as closely as possible to the observed distances.
Maximum Parsimony. Purpose: generate a tree with the shortest branch length
possible.
Maximum Likelihood. Purpose: determine the tree topology and branch lengths
that have the greatest likelihood of producing the observed dataset. It is very slow
because it evaluates every residue in an alignment, but it is vfery flexible and can
be adapted to all scenarios (closely or distantly related sequences).
Bayesian Methods. Purpose: maximize the probability of a tree given the data
(posterior). It follows the classic formula of Lord Bayes:

5. Tree Evaluation
Trees can then be evaluated. This involves implicitly a visual inspection by the scientist, but
also methods to test if subsets of the alignment would yield similar trees. The are two
principal ways to do this: bootstrapping (i.e. randomly permuting parts of the MSA) and
jacknifing (i.e. removing parts of the MSA). A large number of bootstrap replicates are then
generated; typically, between 100 and 1000 new trees are made by this process. The
bootstrap trees are compared to the original, inferred tree(s). The information you get from
bootstrapping is the frequency with which each clade in the original tree is observed.
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Above, a phylogenetic tree of 13 globin proteins were made using the neighbor-joining
method and Poisson corrected distance. Branch lengths are in the units of evolutionary
distances used to infer each tree. Bootstrapping was performed using 500 bootstrap
replicates to identify the percent of instances (indicated in red) in which bootstrap trees
support each clade in the inferred tree.
For example, in 100% of the bootstrap trials, horse, dog, and kangaroo alpha globin were
supported as being in a clade. However, the clade containing horse and dog alpha globin
proteins was supported in only 52% of the bootstrap replicates. This means that in 48% of the
bootstrap trees kangaroo alpha globin joined that group of proteins, and we can infer that
there is not strong support for a distinct, closely related horse/dog group that shared an
ancestor with the kangaroo protein.
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2.1 PHYLIP
Phylip is a comprehensive command-line phylogenetic analysis package created by Joseph
Felsenstein at the University of Washington. This package can do many of the phylogenetic
analyses available in the literature today.
Let’s check that you have the phylip command installed:
$ phylip
Phylip is many programs. Here is a list of the programs that can be used for the molecular
sequence data analysis. The programs are divided into four method categories.

2.1.1 The phylip programs
Phylip Distance methods
These programs are intented to be used sequentally. First a distance matrix is calculated by
dnadist or protdist program from the multiple sequence alignment. The matrix is then
transformed into a tree by fitch, kitsch or neighbor program. Programs dnadist and protdist
create a file “outfile”. Before running fitch, kitsch ot neighbor, “outfile” should be renamed,
either as “infile” ot with another file name. Fitch, kitsch and neighbor programs create both
“outfile” and “outtree”.
•
•
•
•
•

dnadist DNA distance matrix calculation
protdist Protein distance matrix calculation
fitch Fitch-Margoliash tree drawing method without molecular clock
kitsch Fitch-Margoliash tree drawing method with molecular clock
neighbor Neighbor-Joining and UPGMA tree drawing method

Phylip Character based methods
These programs read in the sequence alignment, and produce either one or multiple trees in
the output files "outfile" and "outtree".
•
•
•
•
•

dnapars DNA parsimony dnapenny DNA parsimony using branch-and-bound
dnaml DNA maximum likelihood without molecular clock
dnamlk DNA maximum likelihood with molecular clock
protpars Protein parsimony
proml Protein maximum likelihood

Phylip Resampling tool
This program (seqboot) reads in a sequence alignment (such as the mfa output of muscle),
and generates a specified number of random samples into a file “outfile”. These random
samples are usually used in subsequent analysis as a sequence alignment file with the option
M (“use multiple datasets”) turned on.
20
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•

seqboot Generates random samples by bootstrapping or jack-knifing

Phylip Tree drawing
These programs draw a tree from the specifications ("outtree") in the Newick-format. For
example, the specification can be a file produced by the program dnaml. Drawgram and
drawtree produce plotfile, whereas retree saves the result in a file “outtree” (so “outtree”
can not be used as an input to this program).
•
•
•

drawgram Draws a rooted tree
drawtree Draws an unrooted tree
retree Interactive tree-rearrangement

Phylip Consensus trees
This consense program constructs a consensus tree from multiple trees. For example,
dnapars can produce multiple trees, which can be summarized by the program Consense. Also
the results of the bootstrapping are summarized by the program Consense as a majority rule
tree.
•

consense Draws consensus trees from multiple trees

Tree distances
The treedist program computes a topology-based distance between two or more trees.
The distance can be used to assess or compare the results from different analyses.
•

treedist Computes distances between trees based on tree topology

2.1.2 Calculating distances, building and drawing a tree
Whoah that’s a lot of tools. Let’s see what we need to build a simple phylogenetic tree.
Let’s work on our multiple sequence alignment for the TGFBR2 protein group. Whe need the
alignment to be in phylyp format (.phy). Here are the simple steps to recreate it quickly:
$ cd
$ cd trees
$ wget https://www.dropbox.com/s/hk03hggvb5u2suc/trees.fa.gz
$ gunzip trees.fa.gz
$ cat trees.fa
$ muscle -in trees.fa -phyiout trees.phy
$ less trees.phy
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Phylip doesn’t work as the other command line tools. We have to interact with it.
First, let’s calculate the protein pairwise distance:
$ phylip protdist
protdist: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name>
The programs checks for a default input file and doesn’t find it. So let’s give it our multiple
sequence alignment:
Please enter a new file name> trees.phy
Type Y, we’ll go with the default options.
This generated a file called outfile, which shows the pairwise distances between our 9 TGFBR2
proteins.
$ cat outfile
Let’s rename the outfile to something more intuitive
$ mv outfile trees.dist
We will now build a tree using a fast distance-based method: the Neighbor Joining (NJ).
$ phylip neighbor
neighbor: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name> trees.dist
Select default options by pressing Y. Note: the outgroup is a sequence that serves as a
comparison when determining evolutionary relationships. In this case, no outgroup is
selected. The presence of an outgroup is required if you want the tree to be rooted, i.e. to
have have an inferred representation of the most recent common ancestor of all the
sequences.
Let’s rename the output and take a look at it it
$ mv outfile trees.nj
$ cat trees.nj
You will see the tree node numbers and the distances.
There is another file printed during the tree building step, which is called outtree. It is a
compressed formula of the tree:
$ cat outtree
Let’s rename it to intree, the default file name for the next step
$ mv outtree intree
22
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We can also draw the tree in a better way. Phylip has also that functionality
$ phylip drawtree
This generated a postscript file, which you can open by double-clicking on the file plotfile or,
if you like being a command-line guru:
$xdg-open plotfile
Try to play around with the plotting options. For example I tried these to obtain an 800x800
bitmap file. I also removed branch length proportionality to distance.
Here are the settings:
0
P

Screen type (IBM PC, ANSI)?
Final plotting device:

B

Use branch lengths:

L

Angle of labels:

R

Rotation of tree:

I

Iterate to improve tree:

D

Try to avoid label overlap?

S

Scale of branch length:

C

Relative character height:

ANSI
MS-Windows Bitmap (800 by 800 resolution)
No
branch points to Middle of label
90.0
Equal-Daylight algorithm
No
Automatically rescaled
0.5000

M

Horizontal margins: 64.00 cm

M

Vertical margins: 64.00 cm

#

Page size submenu:

one page per tree
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2.1.3 Exercises
•
•
•

Draw a rooted tree using the appropriate phylip drawing program. Increase the file
size to 1600x1600
Build a tree using the UPGMA algorithm (option of phylip neighbour)
Build a maximum likelihood tree using the appropriate phylip program

2.1.4 Boostrapping and consensus tree
The final step of a phylogenetic analysis is Tree Evaluation. We will perform it by running 100
bootstraps, i.e. permutations of the MSA, to test the robustness of the original tree.
This pipeline starts directly from the MUSCLE MSA, in the file trees.phy.
Now we will run the resampling program, seqboot:
$ phylip seqboot
seqboot: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name> trees.phy
You have several options to choose from. First, there are three resampling procedures
available in the seqboot program (option "j").
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Bootstrapping creates (with block size=1, option "b") new data sets, which are of equal length
compared to the original sequence alignment. In bootstrapping resamples, every sequence
site can occur in the same random alignment many times.
Jackknifing instead deletes a random 50% of sites from the original alignment, and none of
the sites can occur in the resamples more than once.
Permutation produces data matrices that have the same number and kinds of characters but
no taxonomic structure. It is used for different purposes than the bootstrap, as it tests not the
variation around an estimated tree but the hypothesis that there is no taxonomic structure in
the data.
You also need to put a random number. In this way, if you pick that number the results will
be reproducible.
Random number seed (must be odd)?
1
Seqboot produces a file where there are 100 random samples:
$ mv outfile trees.boot
$ less trees.boot

Then we proceed with this file as if it was the original sequence alignment. In our case, lets
produce distance trees with the program protdist.
$ phylip protdist
protdist: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name> trees.boot

We have to tell the program that there are multiple datasets in the same file by changing the
option “M”. Then select “D” for multiple datasets, and “100”:
Are these settings correct? (type Y or the letter for one to change)
m
Multiple data sets or multiple weights? (type D or W)
d
How many data sets?
100

Then the distance matrix is calculated for all the 100 random samples. The outfile produced
contains all these distance matrixes.
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Once we have the distances, we run the neighbour program to build the bootstrapped trees:
$ mv outfile trees.bdist
$ phylip neighbor
neighbor: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name> trees.bdist
Select multiple datasets:
m
How many data sets?
100
Random number seed (must be odd)?
1

These trees can then be combined in a consensus tree with the program consense.
$ mv outtree trees.bt
$ phylip consense
consense: can't find input file "infile"
Please enter a new file name> trees.bt
There are four consensus tree types to choose from. Strict consensus creates a tree which
only includes the set of sequences, if it occurs in all the trees. The MR, MRe and M1 all produce
a majority rule trees with slightly different options. The default method (MRe) will include
into the new tree all the groups of sequences, which are present in more than 50% of the
trees. M1 lets you to specify the percentage.
The outfile and outtree contain the information of how many times the set of species was find
to be together in the random samples. If this value is under, say 70-95%, the result should be
interpreted with caution. A low bootstrapping value also implies that there probably is not
enough data to differentiate between the species. In our example, there is uncertainty in the
frog/chicken/fish clade.
$ cat outfile
$ cat outtree
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(Above) CONSENSUS TREE: the numbers on the branches indicate the number of times the
partition of the species into the two sets which are separated by that branch occurred among
the trees, out of 100 trees.

Once more, We can draw an unrooted tree from the information contained in the file
"outtree" with the program drawgram.
$ rm intree
$ phylip drawgram
Drawgram: can't find input tree file "intree"
Please enter a new file name> outtree
Let’s change some parameters:
P <ENTER>
W <ENTER>
Please select the MS-Windows bitmap file resolution
X resolution?
800
Y resolution?
800
Y <ENTER>
Unfortunately, phylip is an old program and it cannot draw nice figures with distances and
bootstrap node values. For that, we will need a newer program… MEGA.
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2.1.5 Exercises
•

Using phylip seqboot, select jackknifing instead of bootstrapping and build a
consensus tree

2.2 MEGA

The Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) is a free GUI program to facilitate the
work of bioinformaticians on:
•
•
•
•

Multiple Sequence Alignment
Sequence Distance Calculation
Tree building
Tree evaluation

Those are four of the five steps of phylogenetic analysis. Do you remember the fifth?

First we need to make a copy of our trees.fa input file. MEGA wants the .fas extension, and
cannot open a .fa
$ cd trees
$ wget https://www.dropbox.com/s/hk03hggvb5u2suc/trees.fa.gz
$ gunzip trees.fa.gz
$ cp trees.fa trees.fas

You have MEGA version 10 (megax) installed on your Virtual Box. Double-click here:

Incredibly enough, MEGA has some eldritch aspects that will make you miss PHYLIP. Let’s try
a step-by-step procedure to build a simple phylogenetic tree of the TGFBR2 proteins using
MEGA.
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2.2.1 MEGA Multiple sequence alignment
•

Click on the ALIGN button

•
•
•
•

Click on Edit/Build Alignment
Retrieve a sequence from a file
/home/student/trees/trees.fas
Open

Yep. Those are our sequences. With MEGA you can some of the things Jalview can.
•
•

Click on Alignment on the top menus
Click on “Align by MUSCLE”

Yes. MEGA contains MUSCLE (and ClustalW for historical reasons).
•
•

Nothing selected. Select all? OK
The parameters of MUSCLE. You can try a few, for example changing the penalties for
gap open and extension. You can also leave everything like that.

Enjoy your Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) in all its beauty. Do you remember more or
less where the TGFBR2 kinase domain is?
•
•
•
•

(Important) Export Alignments.
Click on Data (top menu), Export Alignments, and save the file as a MEGA file
/home/student/trees/trees.meg
Input title of the data: whatever you want
Close MEGA

2.2.2 MEGA Building a tree
•
•
•

Reopen MEGA
Click on File (top menu): Open A File/Session, select /home/student/trees/trees.meg
Click on the Phylogeny button

•
•

Construct a Neighbor-Joining Tree
Would you like to use the currently active data (yes, and remember it)
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Wow, now we can play around with the parameters of the NJ algorithm. From phylogeny test
(a.k.a. the bootstrap test of robustness of the tree), the distance metrics (default: Poisson
model) and how to deal with gaps in the MSA.
•
•
•

Set Test of Phylogeny to “Bootstrap method”
If you want it faster, lower the replications to 100
Change whatever you want and click “OK”

Below the generated tree, you will see also the figure legend, ready to be put in your paper,
alongside the citations. All too easy… (Cit.)

2.2.3 MEGA Tree Visualization
MEGA has many ways to change the way the tree is visualized. For example:
•
•
•
•

On the left, you will find several tree layout buttons. Find the button to reroot the tree
on a selected branch
On the top, you will find buttons to change the tree display: traditional or circular
Toggle the scaling of the tree. What happens?
Play around with all the buttons

The great strength of MEGA is in the fact that it can export trees as vector images. This means
you can save your tree in a vector format (PDF or SVG) and modify it in another program (like
Illustrator or Inkscape). You will know how these things are important when you will start
writing your own papers.
•
•
•

Under the Image menu, save the tree as a PDF, in a file called trees.pdf.
From outside MEGA, open the file
Notice a PDF is not simply a picture. You can for example highlight and copy sequence
names
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2.2.4 Exercises
Perform a phylogenetic using MEGA software from scratch.
1. Go
to
the
eggNOG
database
of
orthologous
protein
groups
(http://eggnogdb.embl.de/) at EMBL.
2. Enter MYCN (or another family of your choice; you can also begin at NCBI cdd,
HomoloGene, or Pfam).
3. Click on the protein numbers
4. On the table that appears, click on “Download Sequences”
5. Save the file in the .fas format, or rename it, or copy paste its content into an editor
(in Windows, I suggest Notepad++, in Xubuntu, Mousepad):

6. (EXTRA POINTS). Using Mousepad, find and rename the human sequence to
something more easy (like MYCN_HUMAN). The sequence is in this format:
9606.ENSP00000281043
Where 9606 is our species id in the Taxonomy Browser (remember?). If you chose a
different protein family, you will find the human protein(s) by looking for “9606”.
7. Import the file (or paste the sequences) into MEGA as shown before. If asked to
“analyze or align” the file, click on “Align”.
8. Align the sequences as shown before.
9. Save the .meg format. Close and reopen MEGA
10. Choose Phylogeny > Construct/Test to create neighbour-joining, maximum likelihood,
or other trees.
11. For each tree you create, read the caption. Try the tree tools (e.g., placing a root,
flipping nodes, showing or hiding branch lengths, interconverting display formats).
12. Perform bootstrapping. Identify clades having low levels of support. Why does this
occur?
13. Identify the closest sequences to the human one. Using the Taxonomy Browser, which
species do they belong to?
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3. Remote Homology Detection
Sometimes, BLAST is not enough to find homology between very distant organisms. This
happens because BLAST weighs equally all aminoacids in the query sequence. But through
multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis we now know how to identify key
aminoacids, that are aunlikely to change across evolution and be used to perform remote
homology detection

The way to do this is to use a Multiple sequence alignment as a input instead of a single
sequence. The MSA is usually represented as
•
•

PSSM (Position Specific Substituion Matrix, i.e. a file containing aminoacid relative
weights at each position
HMM (Hidden Markov Models), a more sophisticated representation.

To give you an idea, go to this website:
http://skylign.org/
And upload your multiple sequence alignment (e.g. the file trees.phy). If you keep default
parameters and go to column 480, you will see the beginning of the kinase domain (IELD
aminoacids). This is called an HMM Logo and it is a representation of the kind of inputs used
as queries for remote homology detection.
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3.1 The unknown protein project
In my first Bioinformatics project, in 2008, I was given a protein of unknown function, coded
from the NAG gene (now called NBAS). The protein sequence id was NP_056993.2.

Our lab found that two human proteins physically interacted the Kinetochore protein ZW10:
ROD (now called KNTC1) and NAG (now called NBAS).
My project was very generic: investigate the NAG and ROD proteins. What I found was a
sequence similarity between them that could justify their common binding to ZW10.

3.2 Simple BLAST is not enough
•
•
•
•
•
•

Download the protein sequence of NAG (now NBAS): NP_056993.2 (save it
somewhere, you are going to use it a lot).
Go to Protein BLAST https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
Query: the sequence of NAG
Database: select Reference Proteins
Organism: human
BLAST!

Try to characterize the significant hits. What are they?
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3.3 PSI-BLAST
Position-Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) is a specific BLAST that is designed to be more
sensitive for remote homology detection. It performs in five steps
1. It starts with a normal BLASTP
2. Based on the output of BLASTP, PSI-BLAST builds a multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
3. PSI-BLAST converts the MSA it into a PSSM (see before) as query for the second
iteration.
4. The results of the second iterations are merged with the first PSSM
5. The search continues until it hits an iteration that doesn’t find anything new

Let’s try to use PSI-BLAST with our query sequence, NP_056993.2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to Protein BLAST https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
Query Sequence: the NAG protein
Database: Model Organisms
Organism: leave empty
Algorithm: PSI-BLAST
BLAST!

Some hits, from human to slime mold. Most of them are NAG itself in other species. Very well,
we will merge all of them into a single MSA query, to strengthen the contribution of the
important aminoacids.
•

Rerun PSI-BLAST,iteration 2!

•
•

Keep Running PSI-BLAST. In each iteration, new hits will be in yellow.
Remember that ROD changed symbol since that paper, and it’s now called KNTC1
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In the original story, we hurried up to write down a story and called the homologous domain
NRH (Nag/Rod Homology). We also found another homologous protein, TBL3 (using HMMs)
and quickly generate a on-scale figure for the paper. Yay!

The RZZ complex recruits dynein to kinetochores. We investigated structure, topology, and
interactions of the RZZ subunits (ROD, ZWILCH, and ZW10) in vitro, in vivo, and in silico. We
identify neuroblastoma-amplified gene (NAG), a ZW10 binder, as a ROD homolog. ROD and
NAG contain an N-terminal b propeller followed by an a solenoid, which is the architecture of
certain nucleoporins and vesicle coat subunits, suggesting a distant evolutionary relationship.
ZW10 binding to ROD and NAG is mutually exclusive.
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3.4 HMMER
To characterize NAG, I also tried to find remote homologs in other organisms. In
the original story, I found a single hit in a protein from the microscopic nematode
worm, Caenorhabditis elegans, with roles in Nonsense Mediated mRNA decay.
That was the first hint to a possible function of this protein (the gene name,
Neuroblastoma Amplified, is misleading: NAG is affected by the amplification focused on
MYCN due to mere genomic proximity).
NAG’s function in kinetochore through ZW10 binding hinted that it could be a very pleiotropic
protein, as all eukaryotes have this complex (in yeast, Zw10 ortholog is called Dsl1).
However, simple BLAST reported that NAG was completely missing from entire clades of
organisms while in reality NAG is present in nearly all pluricellular eukaryotes. One of the
most distant eukaryotes that should have it are a clade multicellular algae, the Haptophyceae.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go again to Protein BLAST https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
Query Sequence: the NAG protein
Database: non-redundant proteins
Organism: Haptophyceae
Algorithm: blastp
BLAST!

Haptophyceae have flagella and chloroplasts, and are one of the most prominent components
of marine phytoplankton. They of course have Cytokinesis (one of the functions in which NAG
participates) and probably Nonsense-Mediated mRNA decay as well. So… Why Don’t we find
NAG there?

The reason is that we are very, very far away from our common ancestor.
Luckily, there are remote homology detection tools to help us.
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One of these, HMMER, creates a Hidden Markov Model representation of a MSA, capturing
the most important positional features of a protein family (NAG, in this case). It received a
recent graphical and functional upgrade, which you can find here:
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/hmmer/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Search the sequence of NAG, NP_056993.2
HMMER performs an automagical HMM reconstruction. It uses the huge EBI cluster
and some precomputed results, so it’s very fast
HMMER does now automatically what you will need several iterations of PSI-BLAST to
do. Also, it has more features…
Check the sequences you find. How many hits does it find?
It keeps redundancy to a minimum by selecting only representative proteomes for
each clade
Click on the Taxonomy tab.
Can you find the phytoplankton species (Haptophyceae clade)?
The representative species for this clade is Emiliania huxleyi
Haptophyceae -> Isochrysidales -> Noelaerhabdaceae -> Emiliania huxleyi
Open the alignment with the Emiliania target.
o Is it a significant match?
o Does it look significant to you
Keep browsing the HMMER output

Yes, there is also a hit in a bacterium. But only one. Being found a single bacterial species, it
may be a sequencing mistake (contamination) or a case of horizontal gene transfer.
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3.5 HMM-Search
HMM-Search has been incorporated into the HMMER website at EBI and it uses a similar
algorithm. Its peculiarity is that it takes directly a Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) or an
HMM as input. It may be less convenient, but you can select the specific input sequences to
infer key features from
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/hmmer/search/hmmsearch
•

If you don’t have it, you can generate a MSA from a FASTA using your companion,
MUSCLE:

$ muscle -in trees.fa -out trees.aln
•

•

HMM-Search is picky. It accepts as input only the Stockholm format. If you become a
bioinformatician, format conversion will be one of the most useful skills in your
pocket.
Convert the trees.aln MSA in FASTA format to Stockholm format using this online
tool:

http://sequenceconversion.bugaco.com/converter/biology/sequences/fasta_to_stockholm.php

•
•
•
•

Copy/paste or upload the MSA in Stockholm format into HMM-search
The results’ format is identical to HMMER. Broswe them
Check the taxonomic distribution of these TGFBR2. How far do you find hits?
Can you guess which of the TGFBR2 domains is more conserved?

3.3 PHI-BLAST

The Pattern-Hit Initiated BLAST (PHI-BLAST) is not exactly a Remote Homology Detection tool.
It is a BLAST that can find user-specified “patterns”. It is conceptually similar to the patternmatching UNIX command grep, but specialized for sequences. It requires a “seed” sequence,
i.e. a query sequence, which will be used as a template to overlay the matches of the pattern.
For example, let’s say we want to find a protein having four aminoacids IELD, then any 5
aminoacids, then the aminoacid G, then any aminoacid once, then a A or a Y. The pattern
would be:
IELDX(5)GXF[AY]
•
•
•

Go to Protein BLAST https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
At the bottom select PHI-BLAST
As query, insert the human TGFBR2 kinase domain:
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>TGFBR2_kin_domain
INHNTELLPIIELDTLVGKGRFAEVYKAKLKQNTSEQFETVAVKIFPYEEYASWKTEKDIFSDINLKHENILQFLTAEERK
TELGKQYWLITAFHAKGNLQEYLTRHVISWEDLRKLGSSLARGIAHLHSDHTPCGRPKMPIVHRDLKSSNILVKNDL
TCCLCDFGLSLRLDPTLSVDDLANSGQVGTARYMAPEVLESRMNLENVESFKQTDVYSMALVLWEMTSRCNAVG
EVKDYEPPFGSKVREHPCVESMKDNVLRDRGRPEIPSFWLNHQGIQMVCETLTECWDHDPEARLTAQCVAERF

•

As pattern, insert:
IELDX(5)GXF[AY]

•

Check that the database is nr and the Organism field is empty and BLAST!

The output of PHI-BLAST will look like the screenshot below. BLASTP hits will be filtered for
those matching the specified pattern, IELDX(5)GXF[AY]. The pattern itself is highlighted
in the alignment:

PHI-BLAST is useful when looking for flexible patterns in biological sequences. You can have
very complicated patterns, such as:
[LIVMF]-G-E-x-[GAS]-[LIVM]-x(5,11)-R-[STAQ]-A-x-[LIVMA]-x-[STACV].
Here you will find more tips for building patterns in PHI-BLAST:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/html/PHIsyntax.html
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To EF, my Class G star
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